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Finding a Voice and Place in a Normative Profession

Overview

It would be wonderful to simply put novice teachers together and say, "They

will learn." Why would a community of novice teachers voluntarily meet for years?

How could a professional development site sustain its participants? The analysis

in this paper identifies how three conditions supported one voluntary, novice

teacher learning community called STEP+. STEP+ teachers convened for years away

from their school sites as the participants went from being pre-service teachers

to third, fourth and fifth year teachers (Meyer, 1999). In the first section of

the paper, I locate the discussion of this novice teacher learning community

against a backdrop of literature about induction, professional development that

often rests on "mentors" teachers to "train" new teachers. I contrast this with

collaborative, inquiry-oriented professional development (IOPD), a less technical

model. The discussion of the culture of the STEP+ community, an example of IOPD,

has implications for teacher educators invested in novice teachers' personal and

professional development. The paper offers descriptive analysis of the norms,

structures and content that mattered for learning at STEP+.

Beyond retention: professional development that tends to the person(s)

Most educators, and many citizens of the U.S., know about the shortage of

teachers that is about to hit. Some estimate that 2 million teachers will be

hired in the next decade.' Of the new teachers to enter the fieldmany never

enter who prepareabout 30-50% will leave the field within five to six years

(Weingarten, 1998; Huling-Austin, 1986). The problem often gets framed that our

schools need to do something to help support and retain our teaching force so that

we are not caught in a continual cycle of hiring. One recent and popular policy

response has been to fund "induction" programs to support, retain and evaluate

teachers. This recognition translates to significant monies being made available

by many states around the country to support induction programs. Calfornia, for

instance, allocated $76 million to the Beginning Teacher Support & Assessment

Program in 1998-1999. "Induction" funding and practice varies state by state and

even within states.

Teacher educators--whether they are known as professors, supervisors,

mentors, or administrators--need to think beyond support and retention as the

ultimate goal for novice teachers. We need to create places for novice teachers

to define themselves as professionals in a normative profession, rather than as

isolated technicians servicing students. Too often, in group settings or in
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mentor-mentee relationships, induction is often guided by phrases like 'here's

what you will be able to do tomorrow' or 'today we will talk about how our school

will prepare for this May's statewide testing.' Although this instrumental

approach might eliminate a level of stress that novice teachers experience, I

worry that professional development like this will probably be geared more towards

how rather than why, why not or when not. I also worry that policy and practices do

not necessarily cultivate the active role in learning that this study documents and that is

advocated by professional development theorists. In fact, induction is complicated by a

variety of factors that possibly preclude novice teachers' access to sustaining

professional development.

Even if induction might instrumentally "help" new teachers, it will do

little to alter problems that are endemic to the culture of schools. In spite of

the best-laid induction plans, novice teachers will encounter many problems that

can not be fixed by caring teacher educators. Induction may not be able to correct

for novices teaching out of their subject matter expertiseu, teaching five classes

in five classrooms, teaching at a school site that has an ideology that does not

mesh with that of the novice teacher nor the university at which she prepared.

Induction may not help novices teach students who dislike school or students who

share little in the way of cultural background, etc. Teachers, especially new

teachers, work in isolation and privacy (Veenman, 1984).

Not only are novice teachers regularly left to sink or swim (Huberman,

1992), but in many schools their jobs require them to be adept at teaching

textbooks selected by others. Teaching can become a dull job, fast, for secondary

teachers who enter the field loving their subject matter and learning, especially

when they discover they are there to teach some 150 students to pass.a statewide

exam. Decisions about curriculum, its scope and sequence, are often determined by

others. Duckworth (1994) warns us about treating the teacher as a civil servant.

In conceiving of teachers as civil servants, with no professional
understanding worth paying attention to, we miss the enormous potential
power of their knowledge. Even more serious: in considering them as civil
servants, we fail to develop their knowledge and understanding still
further. . . To the extent that they are conceived of as civil servants, to
carry out orders from above, teachers are deprived of the occasion to bring
to bear on their work the whole of their intelligence, understanding and
judgement. To that extent, the students are deprived of those qualities, and
the educational enterprise is impoverished (p.16).

If the purpose of induction is to give civil servants the tools needed to

accomplish a set task, then teaching can be considered a job that defies

uncertainty. But any educator worth their salt will tell you that teaching is

difficult for the problematic situations that arise daily. Professionals must
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exercise and mete out judgement, knowledge, understanding, and compassion. They

must understand their subject matter and their students. They must find ways to

create a climate and teach skills for deep student learning.

It is exciting how broadly understood the need to support new teachers is.

Many states prepare the wave of new teachers by pairing them with mentor teachers.

These programs, however, are uneven and often rest on mentor's goodwill and

intuition. One New York district, leaving nothing up to chance, offers mentors the

following guidelines for divvying up their time with novices. Note the precision

with which they identify "activity percentages".

Activity Percentage of time

Building familiarization .02

Arrangement of classroom 1.6
Assignment of homework 2.5
Visiting other classrooms 3.1

Report card grading 3.4
Planning follow up lessons 3.4

Questioning techniques 3.4

Test grading 3.6

Test making 3.9

District procedures 4.0
Intern observation of mentor 5.2
Mentor observation of intern 6.2

Lesson execution 6.6

Use of resources 6.8

Other* 7.5
Classroom discipline 7.8
Professional growth 8.8

Lesson planning 9.5
Personal support 10.1

"Other" includes activities not listed on worksheet (parent conferencing, outdoor education,
observation follow-up, discussion of field trips, etc.)

Unfortunately ambiguity, rather than precision, defines mentoring. Being a

mentor is complicated and under-theorized (Little, 1990). Induction construed as

a mentor helping a novice is problematic. When a mentor "takes on" a novice

because of her expertise as a classroom instructor, it might be a reward. Rarely,

however, is it an indication of the mentor's expertise as a teacher educator. Is

the purpose more to put beginning teachers at ease or to help them develop habits

of inquiry and judgement (Feiman-Nemser & Parker, 1992)? When should the mentor

guide? Give? Mold? Teach? Model? Evaluate? Learn?

Recent literature suggests that a novice teacher can benefit from "co-

planning" new curriculum with a mentor (Feiman-Nemser, 1995). In co-planning the

novice teacher learns from hearing and seeing how her mentor articulates some of

her buried, practical knowledge. Conversely, as they work to develop a unit of

instruction, a mentor can learn about new curriculum materials or pedagogy from

the novice. The teacher education that results from "co-planning" or "co-teaching"

involves reciprocity. To engage in this sort of "joint work" (Little, 1993), a

mentor would need to be willing to try something new, putting aside a previously

developed idea. This involves a level of sacrifice and time, not to mention a

disposition for experimentation. It also requires a level of commitment. I

recently spoke with a second-year teacher. In her school, by next year, nearly 50%
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of the staff will be novice teachers. Her district-assigned (and paid) mentor has

never introduced herself.

Because of power differentials and complicating factors such as evaluation-

beginning teachers rarely have job security-a novice may leave certain moral and

ethical concerns unvoiced. For example, one second-year teacher in the STEP+

study talked about a secret she had kept under wraps for over a year. A student

had called her a racist under his breath. She never knew if she had handled the

situation as she would have wished. Yet she never brought this topic up at the

school site because there was no safe place to explore it. Like all teachers, new

teachers will experience moral and ethical dilemmas (McDonald, 1992; Lyons, 1990;

Cuban, 1992; Ben-Peretz & Kremer-Hayon, 1990). However, being new-, and often

isolated, novice teachers do not necessarily have a store of professional

knowledge that they can draw on to help them determine how to act or make sense of

the dilemmas. Novices need chances to ask questions that can not be easily

answered; they need to explore dilemmas and deliberate about them as they develop

as professionals. A discussion of how to acquit oneself of a racism charge

probably falls outside of the realm of normal induction. In induction, the novice

teacher, her worldview, beliefs and questions are often incidental within the

structures and purposes of such enterprises.

I suggest that instead of wringing our hands and worrying about the

predictable attrition of new teachers, teacher educators need to think carefully

about how to support professional development for new teachers so that they can be

well, teach well and find their place and voice in a normative profession. Novice

teachers need professional development opportunities that allow them to think with

others about the teacher they want to be given the students that they teach and

the contexts within which they work. These must be safe places so that the

teachers can explore who they are and who they want to become (Hollingsworth,

1992; Helms, 1996).

Inquiry-oriented professional development that is collaborative

Teachers together: working or learning? At this point in American education

there are many opportunities for teachers to work together. Classroom doors may be

closed, but spaces can and do open up for teachers to gather at their school site.

For instance, teachers meet in governance groups, in grade-level teams and as

teachers of common students in the same middle school "house". There are seminars

in the summer and after school to support recent "hires" with skills needed to

cope. Many groups are mandatory and contrived rather than voluntary and naturally

forming (Hargreaves, 1992). Obviously work needs to be accomplished in any
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institution. Therefore school teams can be valuable and even contribute to

students getting a better education as educators fine-tune unit plans or budget

plans. But work groups of this variety may or may not provide teachers adequate

opportunities to learn from experience. It is quite likely that mandatory work

groups are task-oriented rather than value-oriented, reaching quiet compromises

rather than exploring differences of opinions (Achinstein, 1998).

Teachers "being developed" together may not always mean that they are

learning together. One case in point is the oft-criticized professional

development days that districts supply. These one-size fits all "superintendent

days" regularly occur without follow up. An outside expert trying to breeze in

and simultaneously meet the needs of an entire faculty does not work well (Miller

& Lord, 1995). There is literature about teachers who work together and do learn.

Not only is there literature to support this shift in professional development,

but the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards makes explicit that as

professionals, "teachers think systematically about their practice and learn from

experience and develop membership in learning communities (1994). STEP+ was,a

voluntary, "networked-based" learning community in which teachers worked together

with the intention of learning about teaching and themselves. Huberman (1992)

speculates that truly useful professional development occurs in "makeshift

bungalows." What makes these arrangements possible is that they "provide backing

for temporary groups of teachers working in a problem space that is collectively

meaningful and is of some urgency" (p. 138).

One powerful version of teacher learning suggests that teachers learn from

each other in communities, rather than from "outside" or "visiting" experts, as

transmission models of professional development suggest. Even though the

profession often demands that teachers work alone, there is no reason that they

should learn aloneespecially given the dilemmas and difficulties of teaching. In

collaborative community settings, teachers "reflect" on or engage in "inquiry"

about their practical experiences in order to support and better understand their

students' learning. As Lee Shulman (1988) so eloquently put it, "learning from

experience requires that a teacher be able to look back on his or her own teaching

and consequences. The ordinary school setting does not lend itself to such

reflection. It is characterized by speed, solitude, and amnesia" (p. 181).

Rather than being technicians who can be given best practices, in inquiry-

oriented conceptions of professional development (IOPD), together, teachers are

always becoming, always trying to hone personal and just philosophies and

practices (Soltis, 1994). The teacher has access to and learns from other teachers

in collaborative settings in order to meet the needs of students, peers, and the
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profession. In IOPD, teachers are out from behind closed classroom doors,

examining student work, exchanging ideas, describing experiences, and discussing

beliefs. Outcomes associated with IOPD include increased teacher efficacy, agency,

experimentation, knowledge, and capacity to practice and understand complex

pedagogies advocated by recent reforms (see for example, Hollingsworth & Sockett,
iii

1994; Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Goswami & Stillman, 1987; Stenhouse, 1985).

The teacher is a practicing and public intellectual (Giroux, 1994). The learning

is sustaining, an important antidote for the emotionally flat and sometimes,

depressing school days that stretch between Monday and Friday (Goodlad, 1984;

Lieberman, 1995). Labels for IOPD, include the following: "teacher learning.

communities," "teacher research groups," "action research groups," "subject matter

networks," "teacher networks" and inquiry-oriented teacher education.

The IOPD literature is compelling because of the unique portraits it offers

of specific, local efforts that support teacher learning in a variety of contexts.

Though the portraits demonstrate similarities-- teachers talking systematically

about teaching and learning over timeeach portrait demonstrates how different

goals and conditions govern each group. The teachers' talk is not incidental, as in

"By the way, did I tell you about what I did yesterday?" Instead it is intentional

and in some cases, systematic. For instance, Palinscar, Magnusson, Marano, Ford

and Brown (1997) studied how teachers learned about teaching science using an

inquiry model. The teachers' meetings involved following a conversational protocol.

The "presenting" teacher stated assertions about ways to modify a model of science

instruction, then provided practical examples to illustrate the assertions (e.g.,

videotape, student work, anecdotes), and finally, elaborated a rationale for the

assertions. Similarly, at the Prospect School, Carini (1979) describes a

systematic approach that the teachers used to discuss and summarize their

observations about students. IOPD portraits reveal idiosyncrasies that make each

site somewhat unique. IOPD portraits document teachers gathered together to talk

about issues that relate to teaching, learning and being teachers of certain

disciplines or students ((Feldman (1994a); Thomas, Wineburg, Grossman, Myhre &

Woolworth (1998), Helms (1986)).

In many of these and other such cases, the researcher was a participant

observer in a conversational setting. To the degree that learning is mediated by

who one is with when learning, we need to know more about how facilitators support

teacher learning. This draws on Vygotsky's (1978) notion of the zones of proximal

development (ZPD)the idea being that any of us is smarter and more capable when in

proximity to more capable peers. Just as "student-centered" teaching is not

teacher-free, teacher learning often depends on capable facilitation. We need to
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develop a more nuanced understanding of the roles that "more expert peers" play in

IOPD settings. In this paper, I offer a detailed analysis of the role that the

facilitator took in the STEP+ setting.

One of the dilemmas for advocates of IOPD is not whether or not IOPD

supports teacher learning, there are many portraits that substantiate that, but

more how to duplicate IOPD opportunities for teachers. I suspect that this is the

wrong goal. Since many IOPD sites are voluntary, flexibly meeting the needs of the

participants, by their nature they will be idiosyncratic. This is a paper for

teacher educators who are interested in what conditions might be central for

sustained and sustaining professional development of novice teachers. Are there

particular features of the IOPD cultures that can guide teacher educators who are

striving to facilitate early professional development for novice teachers that

sustains them during an exciting but difficult career period?

RESEARCH SETTING, DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Research Setting. This study grows out from a 5+ year, voluntary

collaboration among San Francisco Bay Area teachers and two university researchers.

This study originally sat within a larger consortium of researchers' efforts at

Stanford, University of California at Berkeley, and Vanderbilt University funded by

the Mellon Foundation to study Brown and Campione's "Fostering a Community of
iv

Learners." The teacher community, STEP+, was composed of self-selected members,

each of whom graduated from Stanford University's teacher education program (STEP)

-- a fifth-year, combined masters and credential program. Each member of STEP+

enrolled in an elective offered within their pre-service program, titled "Fostering

Communities of Teachers as Learners"(FCTL). As part of their Stanford coursework,

they had kept teaching journals, conducted action research, written case studies

about the "vicissitudes" of practice, and regularly examined dilemmas of teaching,

both their own and others'. In short, given the emphasis on activities promoting

reflection on practice, their pre-service could be considered IOPD (Tabachnick &

Zeichner, 1991).

A subgroup of the teachers from the original pre-service continued to meet

voluntarily for up to five years beyond pre-service in spite of the fact that they

worked at different schools and school levels (middle school and high school) and

taught different subjects (mathematics, science, language arts, and social

studies). At the monthly meetings, anywhere from 6 to 14 people convened for about

three hours at a teacher's house for a meal and a discussion. The protocol for

meeting evolved over the years. In each meeting, in addition to a meal, there was

7
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nearly always a "check-in" followed by a "charrette."" In check-in, each participant

briefly reported what was going on in his or her life. This included personal and

professional information. This entire process transpired in about 30 minutes.

Check-in was followed by another ritual, the charrette. In this group, charrettes

were formal, inquiry-based protocols centered on the presentation and subsequent

discussion of teacher-selected artifacts (e.g., a video clip of a student

literature seminar; a one-page account of a pressing dilemma, a teaching document).

Unlike the check-in ritual, in which all members briefly presented a

spontaneous self-report, the charrette norm was for one teacher to take 20-30

minutes to present a classroom artifact (e.g., curricular unit, videotape, student

writing, student assessments). For the charrette, a teacher-presenter would bring

an artifact, set the context for it, and provide the group with a frame or focus in

which to respond. Thus, the presenter explained what the group would be seeing,

offering relevant technical, contextual, and even theoretical background. While

offering this preliminary interpretation, the presenter asked the respondents to

consider an overarching and/or unresolved question. After the presentation and

framing, the whole group generally conversed for about an hour. This entire

charrette process transpired in approximately 60-80 minutes. The charrette

structure had two primary roles: presenter and respondents. Normally teachers

presented and responded while university facilitators only responded (see

facilitation section). By Year Two, the STEP+ group had made it an overt

expectation that the presenting teacher would select an artifact that would further

the collective inquiry goals of the group: to study how students learn through

talking about curriculum. What ensued was a conversation about the particular

artifact and related ideas, issues, and experiences.

What did the teachers discuss? Over the years, the group talked considerably

about Reciprocal Teaching (RT), a method that sits at the core of the COL pedagogy

(Brown, 1998). At STEP+, RT was a topic that STEP+ teachers read about, learned

about from visiting teachers and eventually experimented with and modified.

Eventually many of the teachers experimented with a variety of practices that

emphasized and encouraged students to talk about the curriculum they were

studying.

In RT, young readers learn skills that more expert readers use, learning to

apply necessary strategies in order to deepen their understanding and interaction

with the text (Palinscar & Brown, 1984). Alfassi (1998) explains that at the

center of RT and other similar methods, there is "an active reader who constructs

meaning through the integration of existing and new knowledge and uses strategies

to foster, monitor, regulate and maintain comprehension." Thus, the reader attends
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to numerous tasks simultaneously when reading. While trying to comprehend

material, the reader is constantly using self-monitoring strategies in order to

gauge how the comprehension is going (e.g., "what did that paragraph mean?").

Self-monitoring is a form of metacognition and is central to this view of reading

which suggests that if students learn what more proficient readers do--think of

prior relevant experience, remain aware of (mis)understanding--they can become

better readers.vi

Research Design & Data Collection. To understand the underlying conditions

that governed this teacher learning community, I designed a qualitative case study

using ethnographic methods of participant observation, direction observation,

interview and document collection (Merriam, 1988; Yin, 1989). This approach seemed

sensible since I wanted to gain a "holistic overview" of the STEP+ context (Miles &

Huberman, 1993, p. 6; Patton, 1990). Finally, given that this novice teacher group

was highly unusualprofessional development literature typically described pre-

service or veteran teachers' learning communitiesthe study of a "revelatory" case

supported my efforts to "build theories" that could illuminate ways of

understanding other novice teacher groups in similar circumstances (Merriam,11988;

Yin, 1994, p.40).

I wanted to understand more about STEP+ as a "community of practice" (Lave &

Wegner, 1991) with a particular "identity kit" (Gee, 1989). These ideas about

learning suggest communitieslike STEP+-have a particular culture, a set of norms,

rituals, even language that participants share and know. For my study I wanted to

comment on what I saw or understood to be true about the STEP+ learning culture

from my perspective as an "insider" and vantage point as a participant observer; I

also wanted to document what each of the teachers understood about the culture. In

order to support these efforts, I documented each of 50+, 3-hour meetings by

audiotaping, writing field notes, conceptual memos and meeting notes. I selectively

transcribed several meetings each year.

I used a variety of interview techniques to help me understand the teachers'

perceptions of the STEP+ culture--its discourse, rituals, and the implicit rules

that governed it. I conducted numerous informal interviews and two semi-structured

interviews with each of the teachers who remained in STEP+ through Year Two. Each

interview lasted about 60-80 minutes and was audiotaped and transcribed verbatim.

In both interviews, participants discussed the culture of STEP+. They also

discussed the degree to which discourse at STEP+ resonated with other professional

discourse they experienced. The first interview was conducted at the end of Year

Two and the second, midway through Year Three. I also collected data from four.
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focus group interviews conducted in the first year and one in Years Two and Three.' .

I invited "outsiders" to conduct these interviews in order to have someone who

could ask questions from an authentic naiveté that I no longer had (e.g., "what do

you do at these meetings?").

Analysis. I took a grounded theory approach to my analysis, constantly trying

to make sense of the data as I collected it (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). What emerged

was a theory about the culture, norms and content that was grounded in the data, to

be sure; however, it was also grounded in the literature. Indeed, this study

reflects a "steady dialogue between theories and evidence" (Ragin cited in Miles &

Huberman, 1984, p. 144). Based on Miles and Huberman (1994), the qualitative data

was analyzed on two levels. The first level involved preliminary coding. This

process aided in the development of descriptive as well as interpretive statements

that lead to the major findings. At regular intervals, I showed my data and

writing to the participants and colleagues. Although I went to great lengths to

collect and analyze data from a variety of sources, and to scour my analysis for

problems, there are obvious limitations. These include my bias for inquiry-oriented

professional development and my advocacy for the teachers involved. Our well-

developed friendships could have made it difficult for the teachers to be as candid

as they might have been with a non-participant during the interviews over the

years.

The Makeshift bungalow that was STEP+

I don't feel like I have a community of professionals to really work with at
school; [whereas] in our group there is that sort of intellectual challenge
with my colleagues and that's important to me. At school there is too much
gossip about parents, and gossip about students, and complaining about this
and that and it's just very day to day. . . . I don't feel there is any
professional discourse about teaching as an art or as a profession. (Kay,

6/97)

Participants spent up to 50 hours at STEP+ in each of the first years of

their careers. Like Kay, each of the teachers claimed that STEP+ had a culture

that could be identified by the norms that the peers developed, the structures

within which they talked and the content about which they talked. Participants

described STEP+ as an "ongoing" series of conversations in which they talked about

"ideas" "that mattered" in "intellectual," "challenging," and "reflective" ways.

Moreover, the participants lauded the active role they took in planning the

collective course of action and in determining its pace and its content. They

1 For this paper, I refer to years beyond pre-service. Therefore, an interview
conducted in Year Two occurred during the teachers' second year of full time teaching.
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identified STEP+ with "professional development" and "learning." In contrast, the

teachers often disparaged their school-site professional development as a "lame,"

a "waste of time," a "boring" "joke". They reported that talk with their school-

site peers focused on "nuts and bolts" and "day to day" concerns. "Professional

discourse" was "not safe."

Three conditions supported the makeshift bungalow that was STEP+. What

follows is an analysis of the group's norms, the structures and the content that

each played a role in sustaining the interests and development of a small set of

novice teachers.

Sustained Professional
Development

is contingent on

Norms Structures Content

NORMS THAT MATTERED

In retrospective interviews, STEP+ participants linked their recurrent

conversations with "learning" and "professional development." These novice

teachers, like teachers in other "teacher learning communities," constructed a

normative culture that supported them in their learning. Three particular norms,

taken together, supported the STEP+ teachers' professional development. They were

collective autonomy, private interference, and dispositions of friendship and

interrogation.

Collective Authority and Private Interference.

The agenda that we bring to the table is one that we collectively create . .

. There's not a sense that we are talking about an agenda that somebody has

fabricated for us or is bringing for us. And I think that what is unique
(even if] we often struggle with what it is that we want to talk about, and

what it is that we want to discover(fit.wp.18)2

2 I have developed a series of codes to identify data sources. My hope is that these
"retrieval codes" facilitate other researchers' access to the same data (Mehan, 1979).

Here is how they work. Take for example the quotation linked to this footnote:
"fit.wp.18" The quotation was excerpted from a final interview transcript ("fit");
"wp" refers to one of the teachers in the study. And ".18" refers to page 18 of the

[co

nterview transcript. The following abbreviations are used for other data sources:

c classroom observation lIpi informal phone interview

Icw - case-writing jii - informal interview
emc - email correspondence itw - teacher writing from meetings

fgit - focus group interview imn meeting notes

transcript imt meeting transcript

fit final interview transcript Ipit preliminary interview transcript

fn field notes td - teaching document

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE 13
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Participants valued the active role and authority they took in the creation

and evolution of STEP+ as a site of professional development. The novice teachers

created STEP+ as a place to go for conversations about teaching, a place that they

entered and exited on their own terms. More than simply creating a site, they

collectively set and reset broad agendas for each year that they met, and they

negotiated the particular meeting agendas as well.

Participants not only negotiated the content and process for their meetings,

they decided on the frequency and pace of their meetings. Participants engaged in

ongoing and attentive debates about how the culture of the group could best suit

their own needs. For example, one participant described how the nature of

learning reflected the volition of the group: "We decide what we want to do . . .

If there is a question or issue we research it, we try to answer and assess it and

go back to it" (pit.jm.7). Other examples of the autonomy the participants

exercised included debates about whether or not the university facilitators should

or should not be allowed to take turn to present their work (fn.1095) and about

how to use allotted time for the yearly 24-hour retreats (mn.1196; mn.197). The

participants' active role stands in contrast to the passive role that teachers

normally have in professional development, which is often construed as an

opportunity to "train" teachers (Little, 1992b). Although it was sometimes

"unsettling" or "tiring" to discuss the group's process (fit.wp.19), ultimately,

members of the group felt a sense of ownership and "satisfaction" with STEP+ as a

site of professional development. The professional development literature

describes the satisfaction that teachers take from exercising autonomy in teacher

networks and other IOPD sites (Lieberman & Miller, 1997; Clark, 1992; Little,

1992a).

Private interference.

The way my faculty interacts is very different from the way this group
interacts, and that is because people don't know each other as well, or
don't respect each other's ideas as much or are not as interested in
learning what other people are doing in their classrooms. (pit.4)

Whether they chose to be or not, STEP+ participants often were isolated at

their school sites. They did, after all, enter a profession that has been

notorious for privacy and non-interference (Rosenholtz, 1989; Little, 1982;

Lortie, 1975). Although teachers talk about their work, they spend little if any

time observing each other as they practice. At STEP+ this was not the case. In

presenting and discussing their own teaching, novice teachers opened virtual doors
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to their peers from other school sites. The display of videotapes and other

artifacts made classroom instruction public in a private place. Furthermore, in

this private place, participants regularly gave and took criticism after closely

observing each other's classroom practices.

These reflective habits of observation and critique, associated with teacher

learning (see for instance McLaughlin & Oberman, 1996; Stokes et al., 1998; Costa

& Kallick, 1993), stood in contrast to the "day to day" "planning for tomorrow"

that teachers identified with their school sites. Here David offers an insightful

contrast:

(At STEP+] we don't have to deal with everyday issues. It's a real safe
environment. People are really interested. They are doing this on their own
time. People aren't rushing off. They're enjoying it and they're really
thinking hard. (At] school, people are rushing off; they have got a lot of
stuff to do. There is not as much focus and it's not as academic. It's

much more product-oriented at school. (pit.ld.5)

David's observations about his own school echo the norm of presentism that Lortie

used to describe the way teachers cope with the occupational presses of school

(1975). As one teacher noted, at school, talk "is more product-oriented" and

"less focused."

In contrast, the teachers valued the focus and care that they brought to

each other's development at STEP+. Although their classrooms were open to

interference, it was still up to the participants to crack the doors. The STEP+

teachers benefited from measures of individual privacy. Individually, they decided

what, when and how often to share their work. They only convened for a fraction of

their professional lives, once per month. They were an interdisciplinary teacher

group each working at different schools. Thus a math teacher could ask a "dumb"

question about teaching social studies or vice versa. Taken together, the distinct

work places, subject matter expertise, and infrequent meetings away from the

school site conspired in favorable, albeit subtle, ways for having professional

conversations at this stage of teacher development.

Participants' Dispositions: Friendship and Interrogation

Participants brought and cultivated dispositions of friendship and

interrogation to their conversations about teaching and learning (Meyer &

Achinstein, 1998; Achinstein & Meyer, 1997).

Friendship.

It's the fact that we know each other [that's unique about this group]. And
we don't just know each other as . . . okay, we get together, and . . . we

just talk about this stuff. I mean, we know about what's going on in each
other's lives, and . . . we've had experiences together that are not just
this (meeting time]. (pit.tk.2)
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Professional development grows from personal and professional relations.

Built on a foundation of friendship, the monthly STEP+ meetings represented an

island of emotional support in the often-chaotic sea of beginning teaching. The

participants were advocates for one anothers' development. The teachers had an

insider's perspective on each other's work contexts, goals, and practices,

providing a certain kind of feedback that supported the goals of their individual

and collective work. One teacher described how the conversational setting allowed

participants to "track one person's ideas over time, the way they think about

something . . over years" (fit.ld.7).

Responsiveness to relationships and an awareness of connections and

responsibilities to each other formed an important component of friendship in this

group. Many teachers highlighted this ethic of care (Gilligan, 1982). Savannah

reported, "We care about each other as people" (pit.4). Martin said, "I cared by

being there and listening, and continuing the intimacy of our friendships, because

of the frantic lives we live separately" (pit.bm.5). Not only is caring often

identified as a necessary relational component between a teacher and her students,

it is also advocated for teacher colleagues (Noddings, 1992). "Teachers will also

have to build in time to talk to each other about their own growth as well as that

of students. They will have to offer each other moral support, intellectual/

academic help, and solid friendship" (p. 179).

peers.

Interrogation. Interrogation solicits reflection and deep questioning among

[STEP+ is] different because it's reflective. Period. . . . I very rarely
[reflect at school]. Even with the woman who I'm doing the Beloved unit
with, very rarely do I feel like we are able to sit back and . . . say
anything more than, "That went well," or "That didn't go well." We very

rarely ask [the] question, "Why?" So that is what's different about the way
that we talk in our group, where the purpose is to ask "Why?" (pit.wp.7)

Patrick's comment reminds us that teachers do collaborate with their school site

peers. However, his comment also cautions how, in collaboration at school, it is

far easier to ask, "How?" rather than, "Why?" At STEP+ participants regularly

questioned each other in order to bring to the surface and wrestle with normative

and theoretical content. They asked each other, "Do your practices fit with your

values?" This involved asking "pushing" questions that sometimes provided a

catalyst for changes in thinking and or practice.

In their interrogation, they offered multiple perspectives to each other.

Savannah noted, "It takes someone who's looking at [your work] from the outside,

sometimes, to help you realize what you can't by yourself" (fit.ts.9). Again,
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Savannah's comment underlines the isolation and non-interference that many novice

teachers experience. In contrast, at STEP+, colleagues offered each other

alternative understandings of their teaching practice and school. The teachers

linked interrogation with "pushing":

As a result, we're . . . really pushing each other to say, "No, well, no,
this is what I believe," you know? "And it's obviously very different from
what you believe, and why is that?" As in . . . "that's where I felt like
there was a real gap." (fit.bm.6)

In the quotation above, Martin describes how interrogation was in the service of

focusing and changing beliefs and practice. "This is what I believe...and it's

obviously very different from what you believe, and why is that?" There were

occasions when teachers publicly reformulated their conceptions of teaching and

learning. This occurred in conversation at STEP+ and at regional conferences3, as

well as in their writing about their teaching. For instance, Patrick described how

he reformulated his initial ideal of student-centered classrooms in which .

"teachers gradually move out of the loop." In a later conception, he identified

how a teacher is never out of the loop, but is instead an "absentee tour guide"

who is central to the discourse "because I'm giving them the tools to do all the

things that they're doing," for example, "criticizing the conclusions that they

came to" about difficult short stories (fit:wp.14).

These professional habits are described in the literature of critical

reflection, which emphasizes the role of questioning and challenging others'

underlying assumptions in order to transform practice. Critical reflection

combines reflective practices (Schon, 1983) and critical education theory (Freire,

1983; Shor & Freire, 1987) and involves the teacher in thinking, criticizing in

order to change practices and conditions (Kemmis, 1985, cited in Zeichner &

Tabachnich, 1991).

CONVERSATIONAL STRUCTURES: CHECK-IN, CHARRETTE, ROLES

I guess I hadn't realized how institutionalized [conversation] was, within
our group. But what's clear to me is that we not only have a way of
speaking about topics, but we are so familiar with it. . . . There's a

fluidity to this that's kind of remarkable. . . . There's a regularity that
I see in terms of vocabulary, patterns of questioning, and then trying to
answer some of the question, trying to finish a topic before we go on to a

new one. (fit.wp.18)

3 The teachers presented their work at regional teacher research and education
conferences in California in 1997, 1998 and 1999. They also presented their work at
the annual AERA conference in 1999 and (soon) in 2000.
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At STEP+, participants had conversational structures that facilitated

talking. By the end of the first year, a participant could walk into any meeting,

on time or late, and immediately recognize which conversational structure was

occurring. The participant would also immediately know how, if, and when it was

appropriate to participate. Three participants volunteered the term "vocabulary"

to suggest how ritualized the discourse was within the conversational structures

(fit.jm; fit.bm; fit.wp). The shared language and set of rules that governed the

communication facilitated learning (Erickson & Schultz, 1981). For instance, the

teachers knew what it meant to "present" or "respond" or "facilitate." The rituals

and roles, and capable facilitation enabled the teachers to discuss themselves as

actors navigating the difficult terrain of teaching, learning and school.

The Check-In

Fortifying friendship. In twenty to thirty minutes, check-ins offered friends time

to reconnect, confirm bonds, and reassert sympathetic relationships, as well as to

share successes. Many of the participants valued check-in for the sense of

"community" and "intimacy" forged in the process. This in turn produced a "safe"

climate in which to discuss content novice teachers might have kept to themselves

in other professional settings. Participants used the word intimacy and personal

to describe the sort of information they shared in the check-in ritual. David

described this quality, "It was really nice and important to hear how other people

are doing professionally and personally...When I personally checked-in, I valued the

acceptance and the interest that all of us take in each others' life" (pit.ld.4).

The personal content of check-ins included information about significant life

events. There were announcements of imminent marriages (mn.196; mn.596; mn.197;

mn.1097; mn.1197); a divorce (mn.496); hospital stays and the birth and deaths of

loved ones (mn.1295; mn.196; mn.996; mn.297; mn.1098; mn.1298).

The following excerpt from a Year One meeting transcript demonstrates the

mutual support that participants manifested during check in:4

Melissa: Let's see. My kids are doing some really cool projects. We're

scheduling our freshmen. They're presenting a portfolio of all the

work they've done this semester. And so, I was so busy with that, that

I didn't have any time to [prepare] anything for my sixth period today.

So, I had them create their own test for Tuesday.

Betty: Excellent!

Melissa: . . and they liked it, and it was so good (laughing)!

4 This check-in occurs in the group's fifth meeting of Year One.
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Sarah: Wow.

Savannah: Oh, that's great.

Melissa: But I didn't have time to [adequately plan]. So, I was really glad
that I actually made it through the whole day without any major fuck-
ups at all. (Quiet laughter from group.)

Savannah: Mmm. Yeah. (mt.196.1-2)

This check-in interaction is marked by candor ("I actually made it through the

whole day without any major fuck-ups") and caring. The supportive exclamations

and knowing laughter are empathetic recognition of the difficulties of day-to-day

teaching. One member explained how the safety of STEP+ contrasted with the school

site where colleagues and administrators could be talking and evaluating,

When we sit down and talk about what's going on here, it's not the same as
when you're at your school site . . . where there's someone sitting in a

different position, . . . a position to judge you. . . . We don't look at
our discussions that way at all. (pit.jm)

A ritual imbued with normative and contextual content. Although check-ins normally

comprised succinct, workaday descriptions, the novice teachers often introduced

troubling professional issues and doubts as well. In one check-in, Sarah publicly

reevaluated her commitment to teaching in a way that could be construed as an

admission of "failure," with feelings of doubt and frustration--something that

other teachers also disclosed (mn.196; mn.297). Sarah mentioned in the November

1995 meeting that she was reluctant "go public with her problems" at her high

school. At the same meeting, Savannah admitted that she felt as if she were

"drowning." Other teachers described professional dilemmas related to counseling

students (mn1095), addressing parents' skepticism about their efficacy and

judgment (mn.995; mn1095), and making sense of peers' unprofessional and immoral

conduct (mn.1196; mn.1296). Check-in was a ritual for divulging and exploring

uncomfortable emotions associated with the practical dilemmas that these novice

teachers encountered upon entering the profession.

An anticipatory ritual. The check-in had an important anticipatory relationship

to the other conversational ritual, the charrette. Melissa speculated that check-

in was a warm-up for a "deeper . . . discussion":

I think the check-in helps to support [and] further the . . . community and

I think from that point, we can go off on deeper, which would be the

discussion. (pit.4-5).
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Another teacher theorized that individual's check-ins were "barometers," providing

members with a way to tacitly express the state of their being and the way they

were prepared to interact during the rest of the meeting (pit.wp). This allowed

participants to sense how far to go in a critique of a peer's practice or idea in

the subsequent charrette discussion. For it was during these charrette discussions

that the teachers were able to trade on their friendships to probe deeply.

The Charrettevli

In a charrette . . . normally, there is some kind of issue or some reason
the video is arresting--whether it's something good happening, we don't know
how it happened, or something bad happened, or something happened and we are
not quite sure what happened. So we are looking for other visions or
interpretations of what is on the video. . . . When you open yourself up . .

. bring[ingi the video, you have to trust people if they are going to react
and support you. And perhaps be critical but in a gentle way. And likewise
you have to trust what they are telling you, so you have to be willing to
hear what they are saying. Because otherwise there is no point in the
exercise. (pit.jm.7; boldface added for emphasis)

A ritual that favors interrogation and interpretation. Like check-in, charrette

can be linked to the maintenance and building of friendship. Participants,

however, linked the charrette process with interrogatory habits like "raising

issues" and offering "multiple perspectives." In the previous quotation, Melissa

emphasized that presenters are "looking for other visions and interpretations"

from their conversational peers. Melissa's assessment of the charrette ritual

underscores the connections between friendship, interrogation, and a culture for

learning. Participants took turns sharing their work, knowing that their peers

would "perhaps be critical . . . in a gentle way." But they came to the ritual

with the expectation that they would come to "know how it happened . . . or what

happened." Thus, the charrette ritual provided an occasion for interpreting and

coming to new understandings of practice that, by themselves, the teachers might

not have found, "because otherwise, there is no point in the exercise."

A ritual tailored to interpreting teaching, learning and school. Given its

emphasis on questions and questioning, the charrette had a structure tailored to

novice teachers' professional development. In charrettes, discussions moved from

the discussion of experiences to the discussion of theories or "larger questions"

even when the questions had no certain answers. Patrick described how the ritual

supported the teachers' development of skills necessary to learn from their

teaching experiences:
18
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Part of the function of the group seems to me to have been to take questions
that are rather--they're like staples. They're a certain set of questions
that we continually ask, and we apply them to new situations, or relatively
new situations. So, we take old questions, and continue to apply them to
new things that we try. (fit. wp.12)

In this response, Patrick describes that the group took "a certain set of

questions that we [emphasis added] continually ask and apply to new situations,

or relatively new situations." This habit of asking the same questions and

reviewing the same issues in light of new experiences occurred primarily in the

charrette ritual.

A structure that ritualizes discussions about artifacts. There was no "real"

charrette without some classroom artifact at the center. The artifacts that

participants chose to share within the structure ranged considerably. But

videotape was frequently the artifact of choice. Participants had vivid memories

of certain charrette conversations--in particular, those that were video-based.

It may be that the participants gained deeper insight into practices from the

video-based discussions than from discussions based on more intangible artifacts.

Three participants recalled one particular video from Patrick's classroom. In his

video, Patrick filmed a group of his students discussing a book in a literature

circle. Melissa comments that it showed her that all students can discuss

difficult content and can find evidence from the classroom texts and their

personal experience, while making reasonable arguments. Melissa concludes her

remarks on this video with, "It is the kind of thing I would like to see [in] my

classroom."

That charrette stands out for me because it was so cool to see those kids
talking so deeply...There were probably 7 kids at the table and I was amazed
that while one definitely didn't talk at all except for once that we saw,
and a couple of them were not as involved in the conversation, they seemed
to engage in this talking and the level of conversation that they were
having was awesome. . . . A lot of people say that [those] kids, [being] in

gangs or that have tattoos cannot do that. I think--yeah, they can. And it
doesn't happen all the time but it would be great if they held those kind of
conversations all the time. They just knew the book so well . . . They would
refer back to the book and say, "Yes, but you know when Antonio does this
and that and the other." And I thought, this is cool. They kept going back
to the book. The other amazing thing was that they kept using their personal
experiences. So it was really a multi-layered conversation and it was
amazing. It is the kind of thing I would like to see [in] my classroom.

(pit.jm.6)

The charrette offered teachers a wider purview of school. In the charrette (and

check-in), participants had a vantage point from which to gain "perspective" on

their own practice, their peers', practice and the profession more generally. They

had access to a wide range of stories that their peers from other schools
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recounted. The teachers benefited, not only from sharing stories and artifacts

from their practices, but also from discussing, questioning, and reinterpreting

them. These conversational rituals enabled the teachers to discuss school

contexts (e.g., various disciplinary settings), collegial relationships, and

perhaps most importantly, how and under what circumstances students learn. One

teacher stated:

[In addition to] seeing or becoming more familiar with different group
member's classrooms and school settings, for me another satisfaction was
seeing other subject areas in action and getting a better feeling for what
goes on in those classrooms. (pit.pm.5)

The broadened purview that charrettes afforded may have counteracted the

stage in a teacher's career that is notorious for a narrow focus on the classroom

and on issues pertaining to control (Veenman, 1984). Like the check-ins, the

charrette conversations, video-based or not, allowed participants to gain an

appreciation for what they did not know, be it a peers' disciplinary or school

site context. Moreover, the videos offered the teachers visions of possibility

(Shulman, 1983). Savannah described during Year Two how seeing videos allowed her

to see what she wanted to do but could not at the time (pit). Martin described how

he gained a more robust view of school and of his profession:

It's cool when, for example, David's doing a charrette on how people in math
classes talk to each other. For me to see how [students] talk to each other
in math classes in a sort of cutting-edge classroom, which I consider his to
be, because that's knowledge I don't have, because I'm not in a math
classroom. And I am interested in teaching the students, educating the
students, and I have a much bigger picture because of the other charrettes.
It's nice to see other classrooms. (pit.mb.5-6)

Summary. The charrette ritual benefited from the friendship (re)established in

the check-in ritual. While bolstering those feelings, charrette was a ritual that

especially favored interrogation and interpretation. The charrette was a ritual

that supported learning since it providdd a social structure for teachers to

discuss the artifactual (representations of teaching). Richert (1987) found that

these conditions, the social and artifactual, combined, facilitated novice

teachers in reflecting about student learning with regard to curricular content

and pedagogy.

Capable Facilitation

If this were only a group of five or six teachers, and I don't say it
lightly, I think the discussions would be different. . . . To have access to
the . . . discussions like this again, instead of like, "I don't want to
teach this fucking text". (fit.jm.9)
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Nearly all of the teachers identified the university members' facilitation

as playing a critical role in the group's learning. In the representative comment

above, Melissa hypothesized about how the group would have functioned without the

university facilitators: Betty Achinstein and myself. She also makes reference to

the less than stimulating collegial conversations that were occurring at her

school site.

The conversational rituals in STEP+ included regular roles for participants

to enact, including "presenter" and "respondent". One of the central roles was

facilitator. This facilitation occurred both in the conversational setting and

away from it. As a way to make sense of how facilitation supported learning, I

turn to a salient study from the field of social psychology. Lieberman, Yalom, and

Miles (1973) conducted "the most extensive" controlled research inquiry into the

effectiveness of groups designed to engender change (Yalom, 1995)."Lii Among the

many findings of the study was a framework delineating four facilitation behaviors

that correlated to positive outcomes for the group participants.

A facilitation framework

For the purposes of my study, I modified the framework before I,used it as a

lens. Rather than "emotional stimulation," I renamed the first quality,

"intellectual and emotional stimulation." I did so because participants in this

study regularly identified STEP+ as an "intellectual and academic pursuit"

(pit.tk; pit.1d).

1. [Intellectual and] Emotional stimulation --challenging and confronting
activity, intrusive modeling by personal risk taking and high self-disclosure;
2. Caring --offering support, affection, praise, protection, warmth, acceptance,
genuineness, and concern;
3. Meaning attribution --explaining, clarifying, interpreting, and providing a
cognitive framework for change, translating feelings and experiences into ideas;
4. Executive function --setting limits, rules, norms, goals, managing time,
pacing, stopping, interceding, suggesting procedures(Yalom, 1995,p.498).ix

Intellectual and Emotional Stimulation. Associated with challenging and

confronting, modeling and self-disclosure, intellectual and emotional stimulation

was clearly a feature of STEP+ facilitation. The participants reported that the

"pushing" discourse--which they linked to understanding--was initiated and was

most often exhibited by the facilitators. This suggests that what became more of

a lateral behavior--in time, all participants asked difficult questions of each

other--was introduced and then routinely modeled by the facilitators. One

participant described:

It's oftentimes you and Betty that push . . . the level of questioning
beyond the logistics? . . . I've noticed . . . that those of us who are in
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the classroom, a lot of times, [ask] questions that center around the
logistics of the activity: what kind of article they're reading, what it
looks like, step by step. Often, you guys bring about more theory--I don't
even know if theory would be the right word, but philosophy- -into your
questions. (fit.pm.1, boldface for emphasis)

In this example Maddie suggests that teachers' questions tended to be about

technical issues or "logistics," and that the university facilitators tended to

move the discussion toward the theoretical. If "logistics" and day-to-day

questions are the prevailing content for questions at school, then one important

role that the facilitators played was providing an alternative, or at least a

complementary, discourse.

After looking at a transcript of a meeting, Martin named the functional

roles that Betty and I took: Betty acted as the "skeptical devil's advocate" and I

acted as the "summarizer." Each of these roles functioned to stimulate

intellectual conversation.

Betty was playing the skeptical devil's advocate, asking tough questions.
Like, in fact, she said, "I'll push you again on this one." And you could
see that in her language that she's pushing. . . You, [in] your language,

you summarized. (fit.bm.l)

Actions taken by facilitators that fall under the rubric of intellectual and

emotional stimulation were not confined to the meetings. I regularly wrote and

mailed monthly meeting notes to participants. In them I summarized the check-ins,

charrettes, and upcoming business portions of the meeting. In the notes I used

boldface to validate an individual's contribution to the dialogue and bracketed

comments and questions to publicly provoke an individual to think further about a

topic. The following excerpt , taken from a set of Year Two meeting notes;

provide examples.

Sarah has become more and more interested and puzzled by the role of
dialogue within her U.S. history class. She is encouraged how her students
naturally help each other (through talk) but is puzzled that when she
designs opportunities for them to talk or tries to engage them in talk, they
are more often than not, silent. 70-80% of the students in one of Sarah's
classes speak Spanish as their first language. As a result she's trying to
conduct an extended unit on Latin America area study. So far she feels as
if the students have a "fairly low level of awareness of their own
cultures." [Sarah, I am not doubting your assessment, but I am curious
about what you do and don't know about their cultural knowledge. Say for
instance that they have cultural knowledge that for whatever reason they
weren't able or willing to demonstrate in the class . . . able because of
communication skills or format for sharing; or willing because of format or
comfort level, etc.] (mn.1096.1-2)

Facilitators' modeled dispositions that mattered for learning (e.g.,

friendship) and offered the content of related experience. At every meeting,
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albeit briefly, facilitators "checked-in." During the second, fourth and fifth

years, I took turns doing a charrette. These acts of self-disclosure reinforced

norms of reciprocity and risk taking. To provide participants with a greater

sense of perspective about the obstacles they were facing and in response to their

check-ins, Betty and I sometimes responded with our personal stories. At one

meeting, a participant described his shock about the unexpected arrest of a

colleague at school. The teacher confided his worries that the principal would

not convene the faculty to discuss personal feelings and to decide what sort of

public face to put on the scandal. Because the check-in was so unusual and

difficult, it warranted special deliberation and became an extended hour-long

discussion (mn.1297). This was an occasion for facilitators to offer their

"related experience" as a way to provide emotional and intellectual support. I

described how my faculty dealt with a student's suicide and a student-body

demonstration during the aftermath of the verdict in the Rodney King case.

Caring. The STEP+ site featured caring and emotionally attentive behavior. Yalom

suggests the following indicators of caring: offering support, affection, praise,

protection, warmth, acceptance, genuineness, and concern. Without belaboring the

point, transcripts from the meetings include many examples of caring behavior

functioning simultaneously with the other "effective" behaviors. For instance,

Sarah shared a troubling memory "that she hadn't talked about with anyone": She

had ignored a student's public comment that she was racist. By the time Sarah

brought this up, the group was supposed to have finished meeting. Betty

"petitioned" the group to take more time. Obviously this request represents an

executive function; however, it also shows concern. In her petition for more

time, Betty validated the importance of Sarah's story by using words like

difficult and amazing to describe her genuine concern.

Can I petition that we take 10 more minutes because we're in, just 10
minutes to close, this is a difficult conversation [inaudible] if people can
do that, to petition just for 10 more minutes for this conversation? . . . I

really kind of want to follow up on Sarah's like what people think they
would do, I mean that's an amazing moment. (mt.996.41)

Betty's comment invited the group members to put themselves in Sarah's

shoes, to describe what they would do without evaluating Sarah. These guidelines

offered Sarah a measure of protection. Furthermore, it opened the experience up

to others so that they, too, could learn from it in conversation. Soon after,

Martin described how he reacted in a similar experience when one of his students

publicly labeled him a racist. Although it was not an easy conversation, it was
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one that many members commented on during retrospective interviews.

Retrospectively, Sarah reflected on the conversation. She remembered it as a

"sensitive topic," explaining that "[I] was working out what I thought as our

group members comfortably (usually) pushed me to think about what I'd done"

(em.1198). Certainly the caring and "responsive" behavior that the facilitators

modeled and that the participants exercised in their friendship contributed to a

climate in which participants felt "supported" and free to share "intimate" and

troubling personal and professional information.

Meaning Attribution. Facilitators exhibited two behaviors that can be linked to

meaning attribution: (1) active listening and summarizing, and (2) offering

cognitive support. Participants identified facilitators as being "really good

listeners" who would "repeat back" and "summarize" (fit.ld; fit.bm; fit:jm). The

listening and summarizing served several learning functions. Repeating back

validated an individual's ideas within the tapestry of a free-flowing

conversation. Summaries helped to document and cement central ideas. And as one

participant put it, the summaries punctuated ideas and allowed the group to pause

in order to take on the next set of big ideas ( fit.ld). In addition to these

behaviors, facilitators regularly offered cognitive support to participants in

conversation. They passed along "cognitive batons" that helped participants build

meaning without rerouting the conversations (Meyer, 1999). For instance, in a Year

Three discussion, Betty asked Patrick what was wrong with the ways that his

students were (mis)using evidence. She wondered if the problem was that they did

not exhibit a healthy and "continual skepticism."

Executive Functions. Beyond the more obvious functions of time keeping,

interceding, suggesting, and modeling procedures, Betty and I spent a considerable

amount of time behind the scenes as the teachers' confidants, advocates, mentors,

and administrative assistants. There are many examples of the professional

modeling that occurred--modeling about how to be a member of the wider educational

community. For instance, I invited participants to grant-writing workshops and to

regional conferences to make presentations. Over the years, I regularly shared

curricular materials, educational articles, and access to professional contacts

that helped to further the careers of the individuals and the work of the group.

The recipe for subtle executive functioning is an inexact science that requires

meeting a group at their point of need and interest.
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GENERATIVE AND FORGIVING CONTENT

It is not enough to have norms and structures in place to facilitate

learning. A group needs content that is worth discussing! It is noteworthy that

the STEP+ group sustained interest in one topic, discussing formal RT and/or RT

adaptations, in a majority of the conversations held over the years. In this final

section I offer explanations for why this content sustained the group.

Generative Content yields technical and normative challenges. The pedagogical

method that the group discussed was technically difficult. As the teachers in

STEP+ knew, the creators of RT hypothesize that even under ideal circumstances it

can take up to 20 practices before students achieve a level of RT mastery. Unlike

some technical information presented during in-service trainings, RT is not a

method that can be introduced on one day and then "used" the next day. It is a

method that demands experimentation and analysis. Savannah wrote, "I have been

struggling with . . . getting my students to understand the importance of critical

thinking questions, when they have to look beyond the text for the answers"

(tw.1296). Getting students to ask and then talk about possible answers, rather

than the answer, was also difficult (co.696; co.196).

The teachers' discussion of videos and artifacts documenting their various

RT adaptations proved to be both relevant and instructive to the group's technical

needs and interests. Savannah wrote, "The video and the discussion are helping to

clarify for me what RT can look like in the classroom" (tw.1296). The videos that

the group discussed showed students and teachers enacting unfamiliar discourse

roles.' RT proved to be technically difficult.

This topic prompted conversations about challenging normative content too.

Predictable dilemmas emerged. The teachers' RT adaptations "transgressed" much of

what school is "supposed" to be. Melissa's students questioned her when she asked

high school seniors to read aloud in class (see baseline portrait in paper 4). RT

and, more specifically, reading instruction, are supposed to occur in elementary

school. Middle school and high school teachers are expected and prepared to assign

the number of pages to be read and the questions to be answered, rather than to

teach reading skills. Later in her career, Melissa noted her misgivings about

using time to teach reading skills when state tests would assess her students'

recall of specific information.

RT [is] at odds with the expectations of practice. I could do it once,
but can I take three days every month? No way. It's an exorbitant
amount of time for [a practice that] is more process-oriented. . . .

Our state is not process-oriented. Which isn't to say that the outcome
isn't equally important, or the product isn't equally important, but I
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don't think it's effective to do [RT] once. It needs to be ritualized.
(fit.4)

Ongoing discussion of a topic with challenging, normative content like RT

supports learning about the institutional regularities of school--in this case of

classroom discourse. The STEP+ teachers were talking about a topic that involved

enacting practices that went against the grain of regular classroom discourse,

allowing them to encounter and discuss substantive, practical dilemmas about

issues of curriculum and instruction. Many of the teachers were requiring their

students to participate in "discussion" lessons (Rogers, Green, & Nussbaum, 1990)

in which the students gave voice to authentic questions they had about curriculum.

Yet those questioning habits trespassed regular classroom discourse. Essentially,

the teachers were asking their students to frame and discuss questions that have

traditionally been posed by teachers and textbooks. Empirical work on the

regularities of classroom discourse reveals a "recitation script." Teachers ask

all or nearly all of the questions about curriculum in any given classroom period

(Mehan, 1979) and students answer; then, teachers evaluate (Cazden, 1988).

Moreover, the questions teachers normally ask are not "authentic," since they ask

about what they already know (Stubbs, 1976; Cazden, 1988; Goodlad, 1984; Sizer,

1984).

Forgiving content motivates experimentation. The teachers had a topic that

sustained them because of its technical difficulty and its normative

challenges. Not only was the topic generative, but it was also forgiving.

That is, it urged experimentation while permitting reinvention. Originally,

RT was designed to support "remedial" students with poor reading

comprehension skills. In ideal RT situations, students work in small groups

of four or five students apart from their other classmates, with the close

guidance of a teacher or trained adult-facilitator-volunteer. Students learn

to understand difficult reading material while mastering the reading

processes necessary to do so (Trent, Artiles & Englert, 1998). Replicating

this ideal was impossible; the STEP+ group members were not teachers of

"remedial" students, nor did they have access to adult resources. Because of

these discrepancies, "fidelity" to the ideal was never an issue (Cuban,

1998). RT almost begged the group to make technical adaptations.

SUMMARY AND QUESTIONS RAISED

Summary. STEP+ was a naturally forming collaborative, a "makeshift bungalow"

(Huberman, 1992), dictated by the collective autonomy of the participants, all
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novice teachers with common interests and shared backgrounds. As professional

development it was sustaining and sustained.

STEP+ was a safe place to exercise dispositions of friendship and

interrogation. The work of developing as professionals was facilitated by the

ritualized structures for talking about teaching: check-in and charrette. The

rituals had roles that also supported learning. There were presenters, respondents

and facilitators, too. In these rituals, the teachers selectively disclosed their

emergent practices to the scrutiny of their peers, sharing stories and classroom

artifacts (student work, teacher writing, or videotape footage). In this private

interference, they engaged in critical and supportive feedback. No one individual

held a privileged authority; rather, peers shared in mutual risk taking and

exchange of ideas. A particularly important feature of the STEP+ culture was that

the teachers had generative and forgiving content to discuss.

STEP+ peers exercised normative dispositions toward teaching, learning,

and collaboration that they could not or did not at their school sites.

Moreover, the sustained intellectual focus of the discourse transcended the

presentism prevalent in talk at their school sites. Although the teachers

regularly had pressing matters to discuss, they were particularly sustained

in talking, deeply about issues and practices that they could not necessarily

"use" tomorrow. Martin described this:

We're talking about the foundations upon which we base our everyday

practice. [Whereas] in this school setting, and in most of the
settings in which I talk to teachers, it's not the foundations on which
I base my practice, it's the practice itself. It's the little, nitty-
gritty practice that teachers are sharing, not the assumptions behind
them. The STEP+ group talks about an issue that this teacher holds
dear, they are willing to put it out into the open for some feedback,
and [have] a willingness to change the foundation a little bit.
(pit.bm.6)

Martin's comment in particular and the study more generally suggest

that novice teachers are hungry for discourse that does not treat theory and

practice as being mutually exclusive. Britzman (1991) argues persuasively

that "the dichotomy of theory and practice, . . . represents, in actuality,

the fragmentation of knowledge from lived experience" (p. 54). In contrast,

what made STEP+ powerful for the participants was that the "context of theory

[was] practice" (Ibid.). The study suggests that participants could develop

their philosophies of teaching because they discussed and developed theories

that were born from experience. Thus, the case of STEP+, albeit an "n of 1,"

provides an empirical portrait that supports a growing body of literature

theorizing a new paradigm for teachers' professional development, a paradigm
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that describes teachers as active learners constructing knowledge among a

community of peers. Teacher learning communities encourage reflective

dialogue, the de-privatization of practice, and the collective focus on

student learning (Kruse & Louis, 1995). Arguably, each of these qualities

typified STEP+.

Implications for Induction Policies and Practices. At the same time as a new

paradigm for professional development is being ushered in, the novice phase

in teachers' development is receiving renewed attention. Policy support for

induction has increased as research has convincingly portrayed the emotional

and cognitive difficulties that novices endure as they take on the mantle of

teacher. Induction assumes that if teachers are offered support during this

critical time, the school community will benefit. Novices will teach better,

feel a greater sense of efficacy and self-confidence, and as a result, rates

of attrition will decrease. In this process, students will-have access to

better teaching, and school systems will be more efficient in delivering

better education because they will not have to continually reinvest resources

for new teachers (Huling-Austin, 1992). In this paper I have raised concerns

about induction and mentoring that are conceived with goals of "retention"

and "support."

Questions Raised

Policy makers could offer great help in refining this model of

professional development experience. But one great hurdle is that policy

makers would have to come to terms with the different structures and norms

suggested by a STEP+ model. Unlike current induction models, STEP+ does not

revolve around a more knowing presenter standing in front of a group of

teachers sitting around a table, needing "help." This study describes

something considerably different: Accountability in the hands of the

participants. A gradually developing rigor in the observation and

interrogation of practice resulted in participants asking, "What about this?

What about that? Did you ever think . . ." A number of challenging policy

questions arise. What levels of autonomy can policy makers grant teachers,

novice or mentor, in their professional development? What amount of time and

money can policy makers provide for novice teachers to walk the bridge into

the profession? Furthermore, although I would argue that the site extended

an intellectual bridge from pre-service into the first years of the teachers'

careers, I would also argue that the experience did not exactly diminish the
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loneliness and isolation that novice teachers experienced at their school

sites. Therefore this study challenges policy makers and practitioners to

determine ways to support the needs both of new teachers as well as their

schools.5

This study also raises many questions about the viability of this group

and others similarly situated. How do groups sustain themselves? How long

should they exist? How do teachers navigate their entrances and exits from

them? Such collaborations, situated outside the aegis of the school (or even

outside the university), may be unstable over time. Even with its robust

conversations about teaching, the STEP+ group was characterized more by

attrition than growth, raising questions about the lifespan of a network with

this agenda. I end with a final story about a teacher, Ruth, who quickly

entered and exited STEP+. Her story illustrates many of the institutional

problems that challenge teacher educators who would be advocates for other

novice teacher learning communities and teachers like Ruth.

Ruth, a second-year teacher, joined the group for two months during

Year Four before deciding to leave. On paper, Ruth seemed to be a good fit

with the group. She graduated from the same teacher education program as all

but one of the teachers; she valued and practiced reflective habits during

and after pre-service. An exit interview with Ruth raised many questions

about the viability of novice teacher networks (ipi.1298). She reported that

she got the most out of the check-in ritual. She found it troubling,

however, to enter a group that already had an agenda and a highly developed

vocabulary. She questioned the ethics of turning her classroom into a

laboratory to share with other teachers. The idea of contributing a video or

student work to the charrette process seemed a little threatening.

Ruth described a department head who was skeptical about the worth of

STEP+. He urged Ruth not to join, rationalizing that her time was better

spent "worrying about tomorrow, tending to the planning of her curriculum,

and thinking about her students" [I paraphrase Ruth's comments here]. Ruth

noted that one factor that intensified her resolve to leave the group was

that she could not claim credit for her participation in STEP+ in her

professional development plan, in part because of her department head's

negative assessment.

5 At STEP+ one experiment during Year Three was for each member to invite one school-
site colleague to join. The thought was that this could intensify the learning
outcomes and bridge the network and school. Although this seemed like a promising
strategy, only one new teacher became a long-time member.
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Ruth's exit interview also raised questions about how novice teachers

negotiate their professional development. One factor that seemed salient in

explaining her departure from the group is that second-year and fourth-year

teachers have different needs and capacities. Ruth said that she could not

imagine combing through data and preparing to present at a regional

conference when, in fact, she did not even feel adequately prepared to teach

from week to week. This story also suggests just how unstable non-

institutionalized networks really are. Ruth had no time or incentive

structure to support her participation. It might have been easier for her to

ratchet herself up the salary scale by enrolling in a correspondence course

on California history than by participating in STEP+.6 Incentives governing

novice teachers' professional development are often not instrumental in the

teachers' learning or development (Corcoran, 1995). Expedience often takes

priority over intellectual stimulation and in fulfilling teachers' needs

(Little, 1992a). Finally, although Ruth's department head wanted her to

learn to teach, his lack of support for collegial learning effectively

relegated her to the isolation of practice. He diminished her opportunities

for finding her voice and place in a normative profession.

6 This example reflects my personal experience of professional development in a San
Francisco Bay Area school district.
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i This current framing of the problem does take into consideration how uneven the labor shortages
are. For instance, the shortages vary considerably by subject matter and geography. A prospective
English teacher in Connecticut with expertise in second language acquisition might do better to
pack her bags and head to Montana (Bradley, 1999).
ii For instance, in the state of Washington, 50.8% of the math teachers hold neither a major nor a
minor in the subject that they are teaching (see Archer, 1999, p. 9).
iii Teacher communities are defined by their collaborative endeavors and shared norms, values, and
practices (Van Maanen & Barley, 1984, cited in Little and McLaughlin, 1993, p. 137). Teacher
community.is often identified as an antidote to the norms of privacy and isolation which teachers
experience at the school site. See for instance, Lieberman, 1995; Lieberman & McLaughlin, 1996;
McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993; Little, 1992a; Darling-Hammond, 1996; Sergiovanni, 1994; Stokes &
Caskey, et al. (1998). For an introduction to "inquiry-oriented" pre-service, see for instance,
Tabachnick & Zeichner, 1991; Bullough & Gitlin, 1991; Cochran-Smith, 1991.
i° Brown & Campione's curricular philosophy suggests a vision of classrooms as communities within
which students take responsibility for the collective learning of deep, disciplinary ideas and
concepts. Some of the specific instructional features include teachers maximizing opportunities
for students to learn through talk. Additionally, the teacher utilizes recurring participant
structures like "Reciprocal Teaching" (RT) to foster students' interdependent work, work that
involves research, sharing, and performance. Ultimately, the hope is that the classroom that has
a "dialogic" base, authentic inquiry and assessment, as well as ample opportunity for
metacognition, provides students with the skills to learn the content and processes necessary for
lifelong learning.
° The French word charrette means "chariot." One explanation of how the charrette protocol came
to be goes like this. At one point in history, an architect would invariably need to spend the
last hours of transit in a horse-drawn charrette to make final revisions before presenting
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finished work to a benefactor. In the charrette, the architect would madly scribble away, making

important changes to the plans. Another version of the charrette goes like this: prior to
leaving town with plans in tow, the architect would pin plans to the exterior of the charrette.
Anybody who cared to could scribble revisions to the plan. Once out of town, the architect would
pull in the annotated plans and make revisions. Over time, the charrette process became
ritualized in architectural firms and schools. Typically, an architect makes a presentation of a

project to a critical cohort. Often the project is one that is soon due to be presented to a

client. Therefore, the critical feedback from peers is a useful response that an architect keeps
in mind during a final revision of a set of architectural plans.

For a nice description of how to do RT see Flood and Lapp (1990)
'II I have written conversational portraits of charrette discussions occuring during the first,
second and third years after pre-service (Meyer, 1999).

The goal of their study was to understand the relationship between outcome, leader technique,
and group process variables within encounter groups. Encounter groups, an outgrowth of the "T-
groups" first led by social psychologist, Kurt Lewin, have been known for the experiential
learning that they engender. The purpose of the group is to "implicitly or explicitly strive for
some change--in behavior, in attitudes, in values . . . or in one's relationship to others, to
the environment" (Yalom, 1995, p. 486). This framework seems worthy of application to this study.
STEP+ was an action research group, since the process included regular time to observe and
discuss "learning" as it occurred in the classroom and in school more generally, and since the
purpose of these discussions was to make teaching better. There were other similarities as well.
The size of the groups was similar; during the time of study the STEP+ group fluctuated between 8
and 13 people, and the original encounter groups were comprised of 10 people. There are some
striking methodological parallels between the encounter group study and mine. In both studies,
the participants were students attending Stanford University who self-selected into an accredited
course. As in the encounter group study, the STEP+ participants were not self-identified as
people in need of change, either as patients or as deficient teacher candidates, but rather were
self-identified as "ostensibly healthy individuals seeking growth" (p. 494). Furthermore,
participants exited both studies on their own terms. The testimony of the participants- in both
studies reflected a high level of satisfaction and experiential learning. When the researchers
studied the individual encounter groups more closely, they found that the groups' high rates of
satisfaction varied, and that outcomes were largely related to identifiable qualities of
facilitation.

ix The researchers found that the second and third functions, caring and meaning attribution, had
a linear relationship with positive outcomes. That is, the more the encounter group leaders used
the behaviors associated with these functions, the greater the outcomes. The first and the
fourth functions, emotional stimulation and executive functions, had a curvilinear relationship
to outcome. That is, either too much or too little of these behaviors lowered the outcomes.

`In my classroom observations over the years, which often coincided with the teachers'
experiments with RT, I noted repeatedly how strange or foreign RT looked and sounded
in student-run groups. I noticed that students not only showed resistance to the
practice but were not fluid in their collective work (cobm.596; cobm.1097; cotb.1096;
cotk.1196).
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